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Tropical Software Releases TopXNotes 1.4.2
Published on 10/15/09
Tropical Software today announced TopXNotes 1.4.2, an update to its popular note manager
for Macintosh. TopXNotes allows people to create, collect, store, and retrieve all the
bits and pieces of information they find themselves inundated with on a daily basis. All
existing customers should download this important version with several small but important
fixes to Find, Check for Update, and some minor cosmetic fixes.
Atlantic Beach, Florida - Tropical Software today announced TopXNotes 1.4.2, an update to
its popular note manager for Macintosh. All existing customers should download this
important version with several small but important fixes to Find, Check for Update, and
some minor cosmetic fixes.
Awarded 4 out of 5 stars by Macworld magazine, TopXNotes (pronounced "Top Ten Notes)
allows people to create, collect, store, and retrieve all the bits and pieces of
information they find themselves inundated with on a daily basis. Its intuitive interface
allows notes to be both categorized and grouped, and allows the user complete control over
the appearance of a note's content.
Notes can also be synchronized with Classic iPods for handy retrieval while away from the
computer. The company is working on support for iPhone and iPod Touch. "All existing
customers should download this important release" said Tropical Software president James
Lee.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.3.9 or higher
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* G4, G5, or Intel Processor, 1GHz or faster
* 40 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
TopXNotes sells for $39.95 (USD) and is available from select Apple stores and other
retail locations, or online from Apple, Amazon, and direct from the Tropical Software
online.
TopXNotes 1.4.2:
http://www.tropic4.com
Download Trial:
http://www.tropic4.com/download/TopXNotes.zip
Purchase TopXNotes:
http://store.tropic4.com/Mac-OS-X-Apps-1859.Category.html

Tropical Software's flagship product, TopXNotes is a personal note organizer and manager.
Tropical Software is dedicated to providing insanely great productivity tools for Apple
products. Tropical Software is focused on providing insanely great ways for people to
create, store, categorize, and retrieve information they need every day. More information
can be obtained from the Tropical Software web site. Copyright (C) 2009 Tropical Software.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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